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:No POLICY CHANGES -- LONG
New Council Cl1ief Pledges
Support To Hasl Program
Senior Denny Long step11ed into the office of Student
Council President this week pledging his full support fol'
the 11rograms already undertaken by his retiring prede..
cessor, Rudolph Hast.
Presiding over his first
session as chairman of the
student government body
following Hasl's unexpected
resignation last week, Long
stated: "Due to the unusual
circumstances, l will have to
be an administrator rather
than a po1iticiau.

.'How ·High's The Water, Ma?' 'Six Feet High, And. Risin'!'

. N~wsman.Jerry Wolter checks the water
. gauge. in :Jbe ·Brockman, Pl~yffeld
~atu.<!eil~:P~~iqg JoUhis. -~eek _af!e!: h~!'ri8-J .. __
reports tliat .tile: region w:lll be· declared a.
disaster.area by Governor,Rbodes, as·sooil
·as an ·official crest prediction becomes
·available.
·
·
· Maintenance department ofllcials state
:~epth

·"The major projects include a
that they hav,e recommended. re&>avJng the
mud and graveUot but were turned down 1uccessful spring_.concert, senior
. for_ ~~,cf&lr.~,~~~s. :vvolter.~9y~ted 37 major -w e e k,. and. enlal'geinent of the
· •akes dev.eloping in ~he area after. a !!Jhower spring athletic program ..I can't
·simda~, No drow_nings or serlou~. injuries
come in with a couple of months
~ere repor~ed as the waters contn~ued_ to
remaining and change everything
rise at press time.
al'ound and have a. revolution."

'Plailosopllg D11rfng Crisis'

:· Dean Of Men Says Speaker Policy Not New
The responsibility of a uni.versity to its community was
cited by the dean of men Monday as he explained the position
·of the administrntion dul'ing the
recent spealters contl'ovel'l'sy to
Student Council.
Rev. Pah'ick H. Ratterman,
S.J., reminded councilmen that
. the function of pl'ivate unive1·-

sities "will ·become more and
more important" as the publicsupported universities will grndually be shown to have "less and
less grounds" for refusing It>
allow any speaker an their campus. "We must take stands·
openly."
- As an example . he cited &he

recent campus dispute concern·

·Hansen, :Comedian Forego Bail
~fter Arkansas Cafe Dispute
Xavier alumnus William Hansen and Negro comedian Dick
Gl'egory were jailed on disorderly
conduct charges in Pine Bluff,
. Arkansas, Monday, when they
·declined to obey a police command to leave a cafe at which
they had been refused counter
service.
Hansen, 24, who began his career as an integration leader dur•
ing his membership in the now
.defunct Xavier Interracial So·
ciety, is a fteld secretary of the
Student Non-Violent Coordinatlr1g Committee and a member of
the Congress of Racial Equality,
Both he and Gregory, a na.tionally famous recording comic,
have been arrested in the South
before for participation in "sit•
in" demonstrations.
· ·. Last November, Hansen was
jailed on similar charges in Helena, Arkansas, in connection with
·an anti-segregation demonstra ..
tion in a restaurant. At the same
time, Arkansas state officials con..
temp lated prosecution· Qf Hansen
on . charges of violating a state
ordinance which prohibits inter•
l'acial marrJaeea after the7 leara- ·

"BECAUSE of what will be
my short term in office, I don't
feel it necessary to make elaborate policy statements, but rather to assist .in carrying out the
projects already announced by
student council this year," Lon&
Hid;

ing a proposed talk by Missl.'i·
sippi Governor R o s s Barnett:
"We have exercisl'd our philosophy in time of crisis," he said.

Long, elected to student council during each of his four years
at Xavier, automatically became
p1·esident of the body by constitutional provision last Wednes··
day when Hasl announced that
he was retiring in order to devote additional time to his studies. Two other councilmen, Sophomore .Class President Ronald
Mensik and Anthony Ratterman,
vice-president of the freshrmm
class, resigned for similar reasons a short time taler.

The dean presented to Council
copies of several administration
statements made during the January stl'uggle. He emphasized
that the final statement, mad.e
Senior Frank M. Bonifacic and
by Rev. Paul L. O'Connor, S.J.,
Freshman William G. Fry were
president of the University, in
immediately a1>pointed to fill two
response to a request by the
of the vacancies. Both had been ·
Faculty ·committee, was not a
runnel's-up in their class elections
new statement-"It has been in
. last year.
effect, with minor adjustments,
for 15 years," he said.
Edwin L. Franz, a business
He. cited the two main points major and native Clnchmatlan;
of the statement: that individual was appointed to the sophomore
faculty moderators will continue class vaeancy by · a unanimous
to make decisions on. speakers, council vote Mo11day.
and the grounds for refusing a
I.ONG, 21, who had been despeaker are the immorality, sub,.
feated by Hasl 138 to 128 in a
versiveness,
or educationally
tense election battle for the top ·
ba1·renness of the speaker or his
council post last ·spring, is a
views.
council veteran who has previHe emphasised that the ad· ously ser·ved as secretary and
mlnlatratloa bad soucht &o avoid vice-president of the body.

laylnc down a eompllcated, de·

tailed set of bard-and·fast rules.
"You have &o Judce the lndl·
vldual aHuatlon with the lndl·

Yidual man. They try to leave H

cood

•• mueh .. posslblt' to the
Judcment of the. Individual lac•

uHy moderators." .

ALUMNUS Hl\NSEN
Jailed witlt Dick Gregori/ •.••
ed he had married 20-year-old
Ruth Buffington a month earlier,
.Both Hansen and Gregory are
being held. in the Pine Bluff jail
in lieu of $300 bond pending a
laearina on the preaeat c:haraes.

. About his own pe1'sonal attitude toward the dispute,· Father
Ratterman declarnd: "This to my
mind is the way a controversy
should· be ca1Tied on. It wasn't
a personal thing," Eal'lier he had
remarked, "I'm a I w a y s glad
when something comes up because I have to rethink my position, There is a lot of thought
on campus, and I U1ink il does a
lot of 1ood."

A graduate of St. Edward High
School, Lakewood, Ohio, Long
has been a c t i v e in numerous
cam1>us organizations including
the Clef Club,· Economics Club,
Cleveland Club, and the Xavier
01'der of Military Me1·it. He is 'a
member or the Xavier Chapter of
"Who's Who In American Colleges and Unive1·sities."
Formerly a sports reporter on
the News staff, Long has ser·ved
this season as. an "etnciency expert" for Coach Don Ruberg~s
varsit,y basketball team, attending every game to tally player
pedo1·mance reco1·ds.
Currentlr enlisted Jn the ad..

PRESIDENT LONG
Term to be t11ort •••
vanced ROTC program, the ec<Jnom ics major will be com.missioned in the Army· Finan~e
Corps n~xt winter :ift~·r attendin"g
graduate business courses ~t
Xavier.

Hot Shots Down:
Foes' Big Guns
The Xavier R.O.T.C. Pistol
Team has gained national prominence as a result of their victory
at the University of Wisconsin
on February 8th. The Pistoleer·s
shot holes through Wisconsin,
University o( Michigan, and
Ohio Stale Unive1·sity.
As a result of theit· victory,
the team is currently leading thf!
Midwest Pis to l League. The
MPL is composed of the tcama
that pa1·ticipaled at · Wisconsill
plus Michigan State University.
Michigan State will he.st Xav..
ier's hot shots this weekend. A
Xavier sweep this week may
enable the team to win the National Intercollegiate Sectional
Tournament.
1'he team members are: Hank
Willig, capt.; Dave O'Toole, Boll
Sasena, Mike Kimner, Dick Hi!&..
gins, and Marty McTighe.
Team coach Sfc. William t.
Sanns and team moderator Capt.
Richar·d B. Johnson both predict
the team will do very well.

No, It Can't Be!
Crises produce heroes.
The 1·egistrar's office announced
Wednesday that all schedules for
the final undergraduate exams ia
May have bee n compiled and
posted. Officials credited Russell
Walker, assistant de' an ~f lh1t
College of Business Administration, with perfol'ming the col'[)•
oral work of mel'cy singlehand•
edly.
Pl'eviously, exam seae0.1le~
have not been available 11'1til
several days befo1·e the tests "'ok
place.
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Pare Two

News Platform For
Progress At Xavier:
e lncreaaed emphasis on the
f'eaponsibiliet1 of the individual
student throuoh the wise adminbtratfon o/ Che principle of aubafdiariC11.

•verita1 Vos Liberabit"
DJTOB .. JW·CB!BP ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• &o'9rt A. 8,a•, Ir., 'II
llANAOIHG l:DITOB ••••• • ••• • •••••• • ••• • • •. • ••••••••••. Daftd W. Gook. 'II
:BV8lllB88 llAHAGBB •••• • ••• • ••••••••••••. , •..••.•...••. .Jolla .JeflH. 'II
A880CIATB BDITOB8 ••• , •• ,,.,.,, •. Carole ZerllDHDl
HlllOl•aaa, •et;
&ollen O'Brlea, 'It; Ba11a Oer41aer. •1a•
• ..,• .,. BDITO• •••••••••••.•••••••• " ••.•..••••••..•••.. Kea Csllll•1•r, 'H

e

.r-••

e

COliVll!fJ8T8 •••••••••••••••••••••• -~ ••nltela. ·••: DIM Gn,.Ud....
alll'OB.TERS •••••. Dlell: Helmlell:. 'H; .Toba Selaatuelll, '85; Oeae Coaaell, 'II:
AadF Jaterdoaato, '88 L_Blll Jtecll:, '118; Bill Kramer, '118; .Ter~
Blleppard, '67; Bob welermaa, '87; 'l'oar W11&, '17; Daa
orlnl, '67; .nm Barrett, '67; D&Ye Bird, '117; Da•• Crot&r; '17;
.Taell: EHelmoa '67; Tom Granlle, '117; Fraall: .Jancura1..'•7:
.Jim .Tarceas, 1117; !'oaT Lane, '87; Sam Moore, 'G7; .rraall:
Sheppard, '117; Bob Wlelerma11, '117; To-. Wen. '17; Daa
.
Gardner, '87.
·
ftOBTI WBITBBI •• ,., •••• , ................ Pat Danae. 'le; Pete .llae«a•, 't7
l'HOTOGRAl'HERS ... ,., •. ,,,, •• ,, ••••. Bill Schlaudecker, '85; Tom Kltcll, II;
Charlie WaJll:er, '67: .Jerey Wolter, '17.
C!HIEF ROUSTABOUT ..••••• , ...... •• ••••••••• , •• , •••..•.••. Hanc1 Hl11faa
C!IRCULATIOH DIRECTOR ••• ,.,•• ••• ,., •••• ,,, •••••.. Danie; A Meclllq, •c;
FACULTY ADVISOR .....• ,.•• •• ,••••• •• ,, ••.••• Be•. 'l'laomH 0 Ba••P. S,,
Pallll•ll•4 weelUJ dnllnl tile mellool 11ar neept darln1 ••C•tlon perlod1 llF
Za•ler ValyersltT, Hamilton Coant,., E•an1toa, Clnelnaetl 7, Obio, •2.00 ''r
Entered as secon4 class matter October '· 19•11 at tlle Po1t oace at
.
Cincinnati, Obfo · aader tile Act of Marclll s, 1179.
Editorial o)>inions n:pressed in thi11 J>&per are the opinion• of the editon aloae.
'l'hey do not necessnrily eiqircRo the opinions <1f the oftlcials of Xavier Univeroi&F
nor of the student body of Xnvier taken H a whole, unl•H opeciftcally stated.
Or>iniono of eolumni•t• are entirely tlieir own and need not repreaea& t•e
•Pinion of the editorial ~oard or of any member tbereof.

edminiscraUnn o/ •Cudenc aerwkes•

e More emphaab on 1cholar•hip by the addition o/ me011ino
to the Dean's List, hereto/ore •
somewhat empt11 honor.

e lnCTeased participation fta
ez tr a-curricular pro or ams
through the aroused of intered
bJI atudenC leadet'1.
e

Elmination of duplicatfona,
wasted motion~ discoordination.
and general confusion in regiatration through general reform
of the s11stem.

Bob Ryan

e

,,~

Campus· Roundup ,~Ji.'})

..

\

•

THE WALLS OF MARQUETTE UNIVERSITY'S student newsJ>aper office returned to uniform "ugly faded purple" this week
following a brief change of decor.
Editor Patrick McGrath had attempted to improve the dreary
•tmosphere by hanging a chalk and wax drawing by his fiance, Marl'
Ellen Bruce, a student at the nearby Universi&y uf Wisconsin, next
to his desk for inspiration.
The only difficulty; Mary Ellen's model was au nature! in the
sketch.
Admitting that McGrath's picture "certainly livened up the
editorial offices and turned the drab surroundings into an interesting
room, Journalism Dean Donald McDonald dutifully followed an
•dministration directive and ordered the likeness removed.
·
Explaining the Jesuit adminisfrators~ position, Dean McDonald
. advised: "They weren't particularly shocked. They've seen th~t kind
Gf thing before. But they thought it was imprudent in the place
ti was."
,
Disillusioned by the action, one of McGrath's staffers frowned:
~J always thoupt it· was our job to bare the facts ••• "

'

...

AFFILIATION WITH THE NATIONAL STUDENT ASSOCIA·~TION was approved last ..\•eek by the Council of Graduate Students
•t Obio State 1Jniverslty by ·a vote of 40 to 23, following three months
f)f debate. The graduate students' mandate came just a month after
the undergrad Buckeyes rejected reaffiliation with the NSA for the
·second time in a year.

..

•

•

n
The Power and the Freedom of the Press Is a Flami11g
d ••• May it Be a Faithful Servant of All the People -

L:,::1 1 ~1:,:;~.::,::.~:1 :i:~:

::::

It

~~~~:::.:.:::.:: w

Ezpansion of campus parJc-

jno facilities.

'/-.WONDER WHEN THE.rRE CO/NC TO CROW

AN AVALANCHE OF CONDEMNATION, liberally chunked with
exceptives, continued to descend upon the furrowed brow of Revilo
P. Oliver in Champaign, Ill. this week.
But clafsicist Oliver, a professor at the 1Jniverslty of lllionls,
remained firm if not altogether unastonished by the attack: "What
l have given was fact," he said.
What Oliver gave was a lengthy treatise to American Opinion
magazine, The John Birch Society's official monthly, wherein he
asserted that President Kennedy was assassinated last November
because he botched his assigned role in the Kremlin's plot to capture
the United States. The late President, Oliver charged, was a cunning
Communist agent who became Chief Executive by "peddling boob
bait for the suckers." He added that Kennedy supported a "fake
'invasion• " of Cuba in order to strengthen the Communist regime
there and collaborated with Khrushchev on a "phony embargo" on
Cuba as a cover for the b'ansfer of Russian troops and weapons to
the island.
These ploys the professor assessed as a part of a larger scheme
directed by the late President to subvert and sabotage U. S. defenses.
"And if the international vermin succeed in completing their occupation of our country," he wrote, "Americans will remember Kennedy while they live, and will curse him as they face the firing
1quads or toil in a brutish degradation that leaves no hope for
•nything but a speedy death," Bircher Oliver ooncluded.
Then came the torrent. While American Opinion's F.ditor-inChief Robert Welch ·lauded Oliver's findings as "superb commentary," Editor Robert Ebert of the university's Daily Illi observed:
..Only a stl'ong and free society could permit Prof. Oliver his own
freedom. I see nothing wrong with his speaking out-particular!y
l>ecause by doing so he is disproving his own charges. l have read
the article and at the time I felt like throwing the magazine across
the room," Ebert confessed.
The student editor and university spokesmen concurred that
Oliver, a 27-year veteran of the classics department, had only exereised his right or free speech. But understated Chicago attorney
Howard Clement, president of the university's board of trustees:
· ..Many of us disagree with him . . . . "

Reductfot1 of aundr11 coat•

to students throuoh the equitable

1••·

B:r BOB RYAN
News Editor-In-Chief

lmproNmf!ftC of librar11 n-

search faciHtiea.

UP~

L. D. Wanet1 i• The ERCJUWer

e. Continuation ot the facu1t11
evaluatioa program through tiolu11tar11 parttc:ipaCtoll.

E{litorials
Leadership Among Growing ,Pains • •

•

is now experiencing." It is therefore not surConcluding his inaugural address last May,
prising that this bedfellow of progress often
Student Council President Rudy Has) observed:
m·ept into council dialogues which he chaired,
"Take a good look at the picture of Cincinnati
for indeed Hasl's entire prog.ram was directed
in the annual. It's beautiful, but- there's just
towal'd enhancing the growth of the univel'sity.
one thing Wl'ong: We al'e looking down at CinAnd, like his predecessor, Joe Meissner, Hasl
cinnati; but Cincinnati is not looking up to
fully understood that any proposition worth
Xavier."
·
its salt inevitably will be greeted by a cci·tain
If at the end of Mr. Hasl's term, Cincinnati
measure of opposition
is still not looking up to Xavier, it is nonetheAnd also like :Meissner, he never shied from
less looking at the campus more often.
Hasl's tenure has been everything he said it · controversy but embodied in every sense the
would be, for he is an apostle of that dwindling · qualities of leadership that he sought to advance
in the character of his constituents.
political sect which somehow believes that its
members should keep their campaign promises
As he retires from office to devote more time
_:.no matter what the personal cost. Conseto his pre-law studies, we submit that council's
quently, each of the six points of his platform
present loss will be Cincinnati's eventual gain.
to advat1ce the knowledge and virtue" of Xavier
But Xavier has a tradition for produciJ!g
students was put into effect during his all-toocapable leaders, and Hasl's successor, Denny
brief term of office.
Long, who has quietly contributed for years
of service to the university, is an expci·ienced
"Friction," Has) once said, "is the natural
member of that breed.
companion. to the growing pains which Xavier

Pay Television Comes To Xavier
Do you wake up at six o'clock each
morning with an insatiable thirst . . . for
insight into the works of Raphael, Van
Gogh, and Renoir?
If you do, and if you happen to have
a television set handy, and if you can raise
$75 plus a little extra to cover "the usual
fees," then you are eligible to enroll in
Xavier's only fine arts course. It's a series
of fiJmed lectures by a professor at New
York University broadcast at dawn three
days a week over a local television station.
Although t.he long-range potential of ed. ucational television can hardly be doubted, its particular application to a withering
limb on Xavier's tree of knowledge gives
rise to certain questions

• wm the university be content to confine its fine arts program to occasional
televised dissertations by faculty members
of other institutions?
• Is a "liberal" education of the "whole
man" something less than complete when
it au but denies the existence of any nonverbal truths?
• Is it necessary to inflict the standard
tuition rates and , the "usual . fees". upon
registrants In a course the nature of which
requires that the· university act as little
more than a proctor? ·
· ·
• Will the bursar charge the regular
rates to students who audit the course on
their own tube?
The Fine Arts Committee should ponder
these questions and take at least some
token action, Jest more "liberally educated"

.Xavier men wander into the real world

beyond the campus not knowing a Picasso
from a Beethoven or MacGregor fl'om a
Helmholtz..••
flllllllllilllllllilllllllllllillllllilllllllll/lllllilililllllll/llillllllll/11/llllllllllHll/lli//llllllllllll/llllllllillllllllllHlllllllll/llll/lllllllllllllMR-

Hogwash, Fuzzy!
Even a gentleman has his breaking point.
This week the world witnessed what happenB
when he reaches it: "Hogwash!" barked. U. $.
Navy Rear Admiral John D. Bulkeley after
hearing that the lfremlin's Cuban handmaid,
Fidel Castro, was bragging that he was generously supplying Guantanamo Naval Base with
an hour's wort.h of
water a day ."so the
wives and children of
the station's military
personnel c a n aug. ment their Coca-Cola
1upply."
"Castro is eaHin1
me a liar," steamed
B a s e Commander
Bulkeley, ~rooking no
diplomatic nonsense.
"We haven't done it,
we couldn't have done
it, and we won't ac:
cept .Cuban .water in
the future.'' The fiery skipper. then seve1·ed his
command's last connection .with .the bearded
butchel"s alleged humanitarianism in a public:
pipe-cutting ceremony.
,
. .
In this Age of Hesitant Heroism, it's refreshing to note that thci·e are still some Amel'icans
with enough guts to snip the puppet's st1·inp
when we've strung along too far.
···=n:r"' -
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<il'l1e 8'traus

'l'O THF. EDITOR OP THE NEWS:

As you are aware, the News Platform For Progress at Xavier
has as one of its planks the following ·statement: "Expansion of
campus parking facilities." I am suggesting that this statment be
rev!s.e? and amended to state in addition to expansion of parking
fac~l~t~es on campus, the improvement and maintenance of existing
fac1ht1es. I refer primarily to the
Ledgewood-Herald general stuwhich· can be undertaken at a
dent parking area.
lower price.
For the past three years I have
The main problem at the pres•ought improvement for this area. ent time is the·existence of inany
But each time I learn that the in• holes and ruts in the heavily
come from the sale of parking travelled areas. M o s t of the
stickers and from the payment of eravel from these holes forms a
fines f r om illegal parking has large deposit on Herald Avenue
been used for some unexplained at the entrance to the parking lot.
purpose. Perhaps these purposes It may be ·an over-simplification
have been good in nature but it of the situation to suggest that a
· see"1s that a fund should have detail of maintenance men be asbeen established which would re· signed each weekend to the task
ceive a percentage of the income of filling these holes, but it is a
from this lot, to be used for its suggestion and anything is better
improvement and maintenance.
than nothing.
I realize that the cost of paving
At the present, since money is
this area is of a magnitude to the limiting factor, I suggest that
warrant its proposal being placed the entrance .to the parking lot
in the last compartment of the be leased to the U. S. Army for
filing cabinet, if not in the use as a tank proving-ground; it
"round" filing .cabinet.
would make the "dragon's-teeth"
However, paving, though high- of the Siegfried Line look like
ly desired by all who park there, child's-play.
Sincerely yours,
is not the only solution. There
William J. McGowan, '65.
ar·e many other types of surfacing

'Sincerity Is Gauged By Deeds'
'1'0 THFJ EDITOR 01' THE NEWS:

May I commend you on your
editorial of February 7th ("Xav•
ier, Barnett, and the Camel's
Rump") calling the attention of
Xavier students to the West End
Educational Program. Like a lot
of other people in recent months,
. Xavier students have been vocal
champions of r a c i a I justice.
However, as we well know, the
. real test of a man's. sincerity is
not what he says, but what he
does.
Of course, not all Xavier students can afford or qualify to
tutor Negroes in the West End;
but all can and should join a
certain social awareness. to the
practice ·of their faith. Lent is
a time of reparation fot· the past
'and strengthening for the futu1·e.
By an extra effort to attend
daily Mass more often and by

special visits to ·chapel, every
student can do a lot to make
up for failures in race relations
and to gain us the grace of healing the gaping wound inflicted
on mankind's sou 1 by racial
prejudice.
The New· Orleans Jesuit-run
Institute of Social Order recently stated that one of the most
serious scandals of the current
racial crisis is not the rabid segregationist, but the indifferent
Catholic. Although he takes no
part in the heresy ·of white supremacy, the indifferent Catholic fails to realize his personal
obligation to help eliminate racial discrimination by whatever
reasonable means he can.
Respectfully yours,
(Mr.) Michel J. Harmon, S.J.

Censor's Hand Remains To Be Seen
TO Tlrn EDITOR -Of' THE NEWS:

My congratulations to you on
your February 7 treatment of
the banning of ex-Governor Bat··
nelt's speaking at your Univer•
aity.
It is encouraging to read a
Catholic college newspaper that
lacks the all-too-common heavy
hand· of censorship. By the same
token, most Ca.tholic college papers suffer from this treatment;
happily, your paper seems to
have eluded the black pencil.

Good work; keep up this quality of journalism and you will
witness the phenomenon of a
Catholic education producing enlightened, dynamic, and knowl·
edgeable leaders.
I am,
Sincerely,
Paul M. McHugh,
Business Manager,
The Springhillian,
Mobile, Alabama.

Gift Drive Participants Asked
Nt:ws:
fact remains you are a senior
As a lasting memorial of the · now, and you did not go to anClass of '64 it has been a tra- other school. Maybe no one else
dition here at Xavier that the would accept you, but this Unioutgoing senior class give the versity had faith in you to measschool a gift. In order that the ure up ·and take your place as
men may express their' apprecia- a Xavier gi·aduate.
tion .for the education that has
If you 'would like to actively
been provided to them, they now participate in making. the Senior
have a chance to not only be Class Gilt a reality contact eith·
memorialized, but also to demon- e r Mt'k e D'1ckt er, 1n
· t own s t ustarte
their appreciation to Xav- dents, or John Brady, out ol
ier.
town ·students. In case you have
The college education has been ah·eady been talked to, there is
a slow process of le a 1· n in I
an organizational meeting today,
through indoch'ination and conflict. Several times t·hroughout ;Friday, February 21, at 1:30 in
the four years at Xavier there North Hall of all captains!
have probably been many times
Let's get behind our Class,. and
that you have not agreed per• be remembered.
sonally with the administration. ,
John !'. Brady,
If you did not like the way things
3870 Victory Pkwy.,
were done here you. could have
Cincinnati 7 Ohio.
eone 10mewhere else, but the
TO '!'HF. EDITOR OF THE

ilrnkt

ID~t

THI~ NEWS:
The doorman winds his sultry
Every so often, w h c n the horn; everybody in. Now, dash
wolves scrounge in garbage cans for a seat; terribly sorry, Sir,
fo1· what even the tourists would
must have misread my ticket; or
not swallow as Genuine Mexican perhaps you misread yours?
Cooking, and when the snow reAch So, third floor until the
fuses to melt but.~st leers dirtily
intermission. Mm, nice, Suite for
at you, like a no longer innocent
glockenspiel, string orchestra,
child, then it is that a sad and
harp and piano by Ferenc Sczap,
long-covered desire washes over
). Nice they should
(1926me. Dlabolo take the barren
play modern music that otherwilderness, pines .and all; the
wise would be. wholly and unlonel7 windsweep blows so cold
lamentably forgotten.
through the adobe that it hurts
There was a melodic line twice
my fingers ' when I extract them
from m7 pockets to tilt my in twelve minutes, and he slipped
glasses at a less blind angle upon into harmony a second before
ending on a most amazing dismy now-marble forehead.
There can be too much of good cord. But I do wish, since such
things, even Nature. At these fellows as Schuman and Prokotimes, I stifle as best I can all fiev do have something to say
temptation to motor down to with dissonance set against harBaton, sell my pickup for scrap, mony, I do clo wish Mr. Sczap
and swing aboard the Santa Fe would have the violins saw away
eastbound to Wherever and Any- at something other than double
where; I will try to inject the octave-jumps in C-sharp minor
creature-comforts of Hannibal while the pianist is slamming the
and Cincinnati into the stiffen- flat of his hand on F, G, A,
ing frontier. Pe r h a p s - who and B all at once. I must admit,
knows-I ean have the best of it rattles me.
Ah yes, and Rachmaninoff's
both worlds.
Oh, it's no great amusement to ·Second Piano Concerto, to be
imagine myself on the corner of played by the continuo-assistant
Seventh and Vine, or being because the violinist is taken
rousted away from the Librar7 abed with a serious malaise. Perbench by suspicious left arms of haps he heard Mr. Sczap's piece.
I made a vow never to listen
the law; I can stifle at will the
waitress at-go find out the place to this Rachmaninoff, because I
can hear it just as well in the
for yourself!-who winks none
too subtly at men. But, o my twenty-odd pop u I a r songs
far distant friends, the one thing cribbed from it, and better. Bewhose sad lack drives the tears sides, it's more fun to piece it
back together from the melodic
. down my cheek!
But the joy above all I can lines of Rene Lobkowitz and his
never bring here, a joy greater Society Orchestra. I'll sit it out,
than to live in cities jostling with and read Weekly People in the
policemen and buildings and la- Foyer; maybe those who have
dies of the evening division, a put in their appearance and will
joy I cannot reconstruct from now leave, will see me, and think
photographs or memories-would I'm an anarchist bent on blowing
them all up.
that, here in the middle of mesas
M's amazing how they all spill
and mesquite, I could every now
and then shoulder my way into out at intermission, one great
mill and crush, and yet seem so
Music Hall!
dir:nifled. Perhaps it's because
I love music, and even get a
they received such an uplift
modicum of enjoyment out of
fl'Om the music-they applauded
listening to the juke-box at the
the Rachmanioff .with as much
Ranch Bar scraping new grooves
fervor as the Sczap, I know, but,
into Strlnr: of Pearls. But there
Helmholtz, you can't always carp
are times when it's just no go.
because you're the only sane
Then, I assemble the Cimarron
man in the world - remember,
Philharmonic in my parlor, and,
you like Beethoven's Fifth.
after I.'ve turned the Victrola
There, got a seat! Haydn, Symon, stand in the center of the
room, vainly flailing my arms phony No. 88. Excellent, ah ..•!
Why, I am the only one shoutin dubious rhythm with some
Mozart or other, that insists on Jng Bis, Bis, Bravo! Gentlemen,
changing its meter every few it· is really an excellent piece of
bars. When it's all over, I slide music, even if in a periwig and
eighty musicians back into their lace cuffs; at least it doesn't
droyn in treacle and heart'sfolder, and keep on sulking.
There's nothing better to do ease in the slow movement.
than to drowse off for an hour Very well, I'll stop applauding.
Besides, it's more interesting,
or several .•••
Cheeky fellow; says. I have to while the crowds tamely clap the
wait for all the seat-tickets to conductor back onstage three or
be sold before he'll sell me . a four times he knows be doesn't
standing-room. Why, there'll be deserve, and the composer's ghost
no chance to grab a good seat knows even better, it's more inin the first balcony if he has his teresting to stare straight down,
way! Now. if no one'll notice if you're on a balcony-rail, and
speculate - modern Soct·ates! that this party of eight has grown
whether an accidentally dropped
a bit-there! Done.
The foyer's as c r o w d e d as program would knock off that
usual. W h e re v er do all the fellow's toupee.
Everyone starts coughing. This,
tuxedos disappear between now
and Opera? Now, Helmholtz, if I know from experience, is the
you can just squeeze between accepted sign for the beginning
the old bat hoisting enough silk of a piece; for not a few iJ1 the
in her gown to sail the Dutch- audience have been told by their
man 'round the cape a million doctors that nothing will do quite
times •.. and that bony excuse so well for your asthma but that
for a snob with his long care- you go to the symphony, where
fully dishevelled hair and just the music will lull you between
a touch of pallor on his thin your fits of wheezing and croakaesthetic lips-I hope he dies of ing. These poor wretches can
consumption and goes to a Hell never manage to cough up their
where they play Brahms at him immortal souls, however; they
always save a salvo or two .i:or
all night long, ·The hearing-aid
people must really lose on people the triple-planiulmo that follows
who always attend the sym- the ereseendo. Perhaps some enterprising composer of the future
phony.•• ,
Well, the liquor's overpriced- will make allowances for these in
as usual. As usual, as usual-the his music: '!Concerto grosso for
whole pack of 'em sniffing about orchestra. and . terminal cases of
tuberculosis, with a Chorus on
Stokowski and the violinist who's
such a pallid imitation of a real the proscenium that shall cough
artist that they say , • • they in triple meter, and a continuo
say-in his search for Greatnes11 of death-rattles from the first
he leaves no tone un-Sterned. rows ol the orchestra-seats." But
the invalids in the audience al·
That's a good one; must remem·
ber to tell it to Tom; he'• like it. ways have a way of pulling
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through; it seems they are the
ones afterwards loudest in their
praises, or, their off-hand con•
demnations.
Mr. Stokowski, it seems, has
deigned lo uncover his new ar•
rangement of a Bach.harpsichord
suite for a full Wagnerian or•
chestra. Perhaps a Valky1·ie will
swoop down and carry the pre•
sumptuous fellow off in mid·
beat. . . .
Swoosh, boum, boum: ta1·an•
taralara! This may all be very
nice, Mr. Slokowski, but it ii
not Bach. My, how the audience
loves it, and the tuba puts it•
exclamation point to somcthinr
Bach left vague and impalpable
with a flick of the wrist on the
keyboard, almost like leaving a
sentence to end with a comma,
and,
I surely don't wan't to stay for
the inevitable encore. Espcci?lly
now that the orchestra is sound•
ing more and more like ;Richard
Strauss, sliding all sorts of sin•
uous s y r u p over the violins;
and I'd swear that was a phrase
from Till Eulensplegel or per•
haps Der Rosenkavaller, stuck
right neat 1 y between other
phrases, the notes of which, at
least, are Bach's. But not the
spirit, alas!
Well, I beat the crowd out,
and it's a long windy walk back
to Fountain Square . . . hrumpf.
Chinrara! The skunk's in the
garbage again, and while I've
been drowsing he1·e I suppose
the beans have £'one and boiled
over. Poor full Helmholtz, if all
you can do is dream old complaints about the symphony, why
do you miss it, why have you let
a good pound of pinto beans boil
quite to death?
Up and to work! Things to do,
George, and you'd best forget
something you so obviously don't
care for, those gourd-headed
prigs in white shirts, and , .. grr.
You can have the best music
in the world on your Victrola,
and won't ever have to look at
any pompous showman of a con•
ductor whose mane of while
only serves to keep the wind
from blowing even more !iercce•
ly in one ear and out t'other. Go
put a lid on the trash-can.
Yes, but I do recall seeing,
here and there, young folks half•
over the rails, and drinking ill
every note; and I'd think, even
if I've never seen them before,
they are the ones who make it
all worthwhile; they're the ones
I'm listening to the music with.
Perhaps I'll make Music Hall
again, after all . . . snicker at
the dowagers, and be glad there
are .a few strangers, here, that
I'm at one with, all of us con•
tained within an invisible note
of music.
Dear paint-peeled purple and
rickety-staired Music Hall! How
I fled from you like a chamel
house of the soul! Now I'm of
half a mind to ring Central and
find out if the roads are clear
enough for me to get to Raton
and onto that smoke-laced coach
for Kansas City and connections
East. Well, tomorrow perhaps, or
next week. But it wiII be some•
time soon; I will bear Mr. Slo•
kowski again, my Each bent but
unbowed.
Sincerely,
Gc01·ge P. Helmholtz, D.N.
Cimarron, New Mexico.

Dean's Directory
The Dean's List of studentl
achieving scholastic excellence
will no longer be confined to
paper.
Student council this week pass•
ed a $150 appropriation for con•
struction of a bulletin board con•
taining the names of the honored
scholars in the foyer of Alter
Hall.
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MUSKIES MUST WIN AT· MIAMI
·rournament Bid Depends
:Upon Result Of Contest
· Two team!!, eager for po:st-

)and, Seattle, Louisville, Loyola
lleason touniament. competition,
(La.), and Dayton on the road,
~quare off Saturday night- at
Dayton bounced the Tigers, 13Oxford, Ohio.
73, Jast Saturday.
Miami's Redskins, in contenOn the other hand, Memphis
tion for the Mid-American Con- State has blasted Loyola (Chiference crown and an automatic cago) and DePaul, among others,
berth in the NCAA tourney, and on its home floor. DePaul went
independent Xavier, seeking a jnto Memphis with only one loss
bid to either the NCAA or the and came out on the shoi·t end
NIT, clash at 8:00 p.m.
of a 98-67 score.
Xavier chances of getting the
The 'l"lgers· top scorer is a Cinlast NCAA at-large bid appear cinnatian. He's. Bob Neumann, a
to be remote. but the NIT picture fi-5 senior from Woodward high.
is much brighter. Tuesday night's
l l 6-99 con<1 uest of St. Francis
LATE NOTES: Oklahoma Cli:J'
(Pa.) helped the XU cause. A win
()Ver Miami would give XU a 16-7 beeame the tenth and Anal a&Coach Don Rube.rg has constantly praised XU's seventh man for t.heir enthusiasm and support
record against very formidable larce entry in the NCAA ToarnelJ
this season. Acting· as a spokesman for the entire team, Tri-Captain Tom Freppon thanked both the band
(lpposition.
Wednesday, Ohio U. •ippetl and the student body for their loyal support last Saturday in Detroit. Student attendance during the
The prestige element would be
Miami, 63-60.
1963-64 season has been at an all-tim~ high.
even greater if Miami were the
MAC champs.
Two weeks ago the Redskins Tl10111as
invaded the Fieldhouse and bombarded the nets from all ranges
to clip the Muskies, 97-85. Coach
Ruberg's crew will be determined to avenge that setback
Bob Pelkington cracked his 1oal ·tries and cashed in on ll of
11nd take the "rubber game" of
this season's Xavier-Miami se- (JWn single game rebounding rec- 13 charity opportunities.
ries.
ord and Steve Thomas vaulted
Joe Geiger performed in suXU copped the first contest into sixth place among Xavier's perb style as usual. Geiger regis-which occurred in the first round all-time scorers, as Xavier's Mus- tered 24 Points and swiped lf
Bnind lltW Corvalr Moniaa, Chevy II Hd
(lf the Queen City Invitational keteers clipped St. Francis (Pa.), rebounds.
Chevrolet Impala• et low rates. Rent e car the
Tournament. The score was fi9- 116-99, Tuesday night.
Bryan Williams was also in
BUDGET War, leH per mllt, Iese par day.
fi8.
Pelkington g a t h er e d 31 re- twin figures with· 16. Williams set
You buy only the
you need.•
Bryan Williams, who sat out bounds, exceeding his old record up 6 Muskie baskets too. Joe
Wt F11tu11 FrH Holel·•nd Airport
the last Miami game because of
Plcllup •nd D1li1111y Ser11ic1.
a two-game suspension, will be_
ready and rarin' to go Satur123 W. Sixth St.-1 Block West of Terrace-Hilton
day night. Williams popped in
Lobby of the Parbdc Carage
25 points in last Saturday's road
total by one rebound. In addition, McNeil was number one man in
win at Detroit.
Pelkington edged closer to Corassist department with 7.
Mh1mi had a vital home game nelius Freeman's season reboundJohn Fitzhenry, a freshman
with Ohio U. Wednesday which jng record of 529. Pelkington now
hotshot for the Frankies, pumped
wil! probably decide the con- has 487 grabs.
in 26 points to pace the visitors'
ference championship, a title
The ambidexterous Th om a s offense.
Miami hasn't won since 1959.
Tuesday was "Maurice Stokes
Coach Dick Sh!'icler's Redskins scrambled the ropes for 41 points,
collecting
27
in
the
second
half.
Night"
at the Fieldhouse. Jack
entered the Ohio U. game with
an 8-2 conference mark ancl a Thomas dropped in 15 of 2fi field Twyman, Cincinnati Royals' star
forward, was on hand to repre14-6 season record.
sent the ailing Stokes. The fans
Great shooting has been mainwere asked to contribute to the
ly responsible for Miami's recent
Maurice Stokes fund during the
surr.:e. Last Saturday Miami hit
ftrst half.
52 % from the field to e d g e
Twyman thanked Xavier UniToledo, . 65-63.
versity officials for 'their generForwards Jeff Gehring and
osity and expressed the hope that
Jerry Pierson, center Charley
in the near future "Maurice himDinkins, and guard Charley
helf" will be able to attend a
Coles are the chief Miami sharpXavier basketball game.
shooters. Gehring accumulated
856 East McMillan
In a certain sense, the Xavier
27 points and Coles 25 in the
Phone 961-2474
student body was "on trial" at
game at the Fieldhouse.
this game. Irked by the student
Charley Dinkins has been a
eonduct at the Miami and Caththorn in Xavier's side as well.
olic U. games, Reverend Patrick
Dinkins, the MAC's top reboundH. Ratteri:nan, clean of men, deer, has increased his scoring output lately and does especially
manded that student council take
well in tl]_e point department
immediate steps to prevent trashagainst Xavier.
throwing and boo-harking.
The Musketeers remain on the
The student body gave officials
road next week, tackling MemBill Zinser and George Conley a
phis State in Memphis, Tennesstanding ovation w h en their
see.
names were announced. Xavier
Memphis State usually plays
11tudents proved that the recent
one brand o! basketball (great)
Bob "Bear" Pelkington broke attack against them by a "Union its home court and another his own single game rebounding versity spokesman" was blown up
brand of basketball (poor) away record against St. Francis with 31 out of proportions. The students
from home.
grabs. Pelkington will soon hold displayed the type of pro-Xavier
The Tigers have lost to Port- all XU rebounding marks.
cheering which has characterized
almost all of the home games.
Frankie players received loud
applause as they departed from
the game.
8:30 P.&
•
Steve Thomas' 41-poibt out- become the eJeventh member of
burst against St. Francis (Pa.) XU's 1000 point club. Geiger
elevated him into sixth place shold join the select group against
among Xavier's all-time scoring Miami.
· 1eaders.
l. ·Joe Viviano ••••• , •••• l,338
PRICKS: - - • - - - • P,.79 . . . .IO
;~ts; NQn~g~_,..ery; Road
Thomas pa!j!Jed ! ;n~ Boothe, . 2. ·Dave'Piontek .•••••••• 1,287
•
;~
O~D~8
Filled pro,..ptly. Send remittance, •
3. Jack ;Thobe ,_,., •••• , •• 1,285
:Bill Kirvin, , and' --HU'ck Budde
'. l!«!t~~ ,Chic~·~ ~ ;~!'~ l.atRlry
.
I'.
.
'
•
'
'11elf-aCldressed stamped envelope, . · ; •
4. Hank Stein •.•••••. , • 1,144
with his scorfog . sp~ee '.l'uesday
5. Gene Smith ........ .. l,109
night.
,:
Friends a( Xavier Meet Al
TICKETS o~ sale now at~ ~nd ~ai.I Orde~ ~II~, b7:.
6. Steve Thomas -••• , •••• 1,103
The Musketeers'_ scoring wiz7. Huck Budde •••••• , •• 1,096
ard needs 7 points Saturday night
•
.
Cl:NTllAL;TICKft.OFFIC•
- •
8. ·Bill Kirvin • , ; •••••• , , 1,088
to move into fifth place past Gene
1832 Dana Avenue
9. Jim Boothe ..•••••• , , 1,086
113.
E.
Pou&la
SCnel
Cbie~U.
.o
...
az~
Smith.
FINE FOOD AND DRINKS
lo. Bob Pelkington ••••••• 1,029
The Dan Delanu•
Joe Geiger needs 15 points to 11. Joe Geiger .......... . 986

·Cheer, Cheer For The Old Seventh Man .

Pours In 41

...
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Goal Seared At .Final Bn.:.:er

KEN'S KORNER

McNeil's Jump Shot Ruins Detroit

br Ken Czlllinger, NEWS Sports Editor

"Pro·f.ype" basketball featured
Little Joe McNeil, known pri- guard Al Cech paced the Titan
Jn an unprecedented first day 505 field goal tries for the sea- . marily for his ball·hawking attack with 33 and 30 points, the second half too. There was
· paclmge deal, the NCAA and the son. The old season record for ability and for his floor general- respectively.
little doubt 1hat both tcnms
NIT handed out twelve tomney FGA was 503 established by ship, drilled home the most imPublicized as a probable re- would surpass the century mark
· bids. Nine of the ten at-large Gene Smith dming the· 1951-52 portant field goal of his career . enactment of their first battle at in total points, but the outcome
bel'ths in the NCAA were fiJled, . season. Steve has now erased last Saturday night to give the Xavier, offensive-minded basket- of the game was definitely not
while three of the twelve spots four of Smith's records from the Xavier Musketeers a 114-112 ball enthusiasts got their money's decided.
In the NIT were accounted for.
Xnvier basketball record boo!t.
Detroit soared to a 103-98 lead
triumph over the Detroit Titans. worth.
·Right from the opening whistle and Titan fans were hopeful that.
McNeil's clutch go a I came
Never have so many NCAA atThomas now has set eight in]arge invitations gone so fast. dividual records this season: sin- after he grabbed a rebound of the two "run and score" offenses the hometown boys could pu11
Villanova, Providence, Loyola gle game marks for most points, • missed shot by Steve Thomas. began to click. Both teams were away.
Thoma15, Mueller, and Geiger
(C ·hi ca go), Louisville, Texas most field goals made, most field Little Joe let fly from near the consistently on target from the
registered unanswered baskets
· Western, C re i g ht on, Oregon goals attempted, most .consecu- foul line and the ball went field;
The lead changed· hands many and XU was back in front, 104State, Utah State, and Senttle tive free throws made, and high- through the hoop as the final
103.
times, before the Muskies galall accepted NCAA bids Monday. est free throw percentage; and buzzer was sounding,
A pair of free throws by MuelThe entire Xavier team and loped to a 49-40 cushion. HowAfter the first day thnt invi- season marks for most points,
ler
gave Xavier a 112-110 lead
ever,
Murrey
and
Cech
sparked
·
mnny
students
who
made
the
250
tations were extended, only one most field goals made, and ·most
mile trek mobbed the night's a Titan rally that knotted the with 49 seconds to play, Bill
at-large bid-to the Mid-West field goals attempted.
Sarver, a substitute forward,
hero. The Xavier band played 1core at halftime, 59".'59.
Regional-remained unfilled.
X a v i e r' s All-American reBo.b.Pelkington and Joe Geiger swished through a two-pointer
Usually there are several bids gained his shooting eye against "Old Xavier for Aye," while disappointed Titan supporters made both were plagued with three with. 25 seconds remaining and
available as late as March 1.
Louisville. Thomas tallied 12 their exit from the UD Field- personal fouls at intermission.
. the struggle was tied, 112-112.
Pittsburgh, DePaul, and New points in a row during a two
house.
York University went into the minute stretch of the first half
A well-conceived bit of stratNOTICE:
NIT.
to keep XU within striking dis- egy worked perfectly for the
·
New, Lower Auto ln•un1nce Rates
The real "shocker" was Louis- tance against the Cards.
Musketeers and set the stage for
FOR SINGLE MALES, AGE 20 AND UP,
ville's selection. As things turned
McNeil's shot.
WITH GOOD DRIVING RECORD.
out, the Xavier-Louisville game
Rumors a re circulating that
With the score tied at 112-112,
Inst week was a playoff contest the Xavier-Louisville basketball Detroit got possession Gf the ball
IU-OtlZ - 5ZZ·2988
for a position in t.he Mid-East series is dead, at least for the with 12 seconds to play. The
Regional. Louisville's startling next few years. Next season Titans took a timeout.
Joss to Southern Illinois at home Louisville begins competition in
During the timeout Xavier delast Saturday and Xavier's great the Missouri Valley Conference, cided to commit a personal foul
win in Detroit apparently re- so the Cards must reduce their as soon as Detroit passed the
• • •
ceived slight consideration.
number of games with independ- ball inbounds. The Titans were
Xavier could have had the ent foes,
not in the bonus situation and
NCAA bid with a win over
Officials of b o th XU and would be awarded just one shot.
Louisville. Practically everyone Louisville, particularly LouisEven if the foul toss were
was aware that the winner was ville, should think twice 'before made, Coach ·Ruberg's five would
a cinch to ·get the NCAA invita- cancelling the series. The XU- 1till have time to ~et up a good
tion. Unfortunately, the Mus- U of L games drew 4,673 fans game-winning shot .attempt.
keteers didn't play forty minutes to the· Fieldhouse and a season
On the inbounds pass McNeil
of basketball and thus lost a high attendance of 9,823 at Free- fouled Terry Page. Page missed
shot at the Med-East Regional. . dom Hall.
his free thr~w and Xavier got
the. ball. Thomas raced downIn '64-65, Louisville will prob- court and fired. The shot was no
You know the old saying: "It
couldn't happen to a nicer guy"? ably have an even stronger ball- good, but McNeil picked up the
This was the story of last Satur- club. Xavier, with players like loose ball and let fly with his
day's win over Detroit. Little Joe Thomas, McNeil, and William re- winning fielder.
Xavier had other stars besides
McNeil is such a dedicated, hard- turning plus the enthusiasm of
working ballplayer that I think Coach Ruberg and the student McNeil though. Joe Geiger, conall of us were glad to see him in body, should be quite a box of- tinuing his ~coring barrage, caged
the spotlight as an offensive fice attraction on any team's a career-high total of 34 points.
schedule. In my opinion, the
Geiger, tallying 20 of his markhero for a change, Xavier should
make every effort to get proper XU-Louisville riva11·y has pro- ers in the last half, connected
consideration for McNeil for the duced too many great basketball on 14 of 19 field goal attempts .
Little All-American team which games to be dropped completely. (74%) and 6 of 2 foul throws.
Steve Thomas produced · 30
is released at the end of the The two squads should continue
to meet once a year anyway.
points, 22 coming in the first
season.
half. Thomas was 13 for 25 from
: The 5-8, 160-pound hustler is
Assistant frosh cage coach Leo the floor and 4 for 6 at the charconstantly on the move during
the game, badgering the opposi- McDermott was a lucky man last . ity stripe. His 25 field goal tries
tion on defense, stealing passes, Saturday night. McDermott was gave him 505 for the season,
snatching loose balls, and setting in Dayton to scoµt Memphis State · breaking the old season mark of
up baskets for his teammates. He in their game against Dayton. 503 set by Gene Smith during
accomplishes these things with At halftime the public address . the 1951-52 season.
Bryan Williams, who pitched
announcer asked the fans to turn
the use of just one eye, too.
to such and such a page in their in 27 points in XU's earlier win
As I remarked in an earlier
program for "tonight's lucky over the Titans, piled up 25 · in
column, if Larry S·hingleton of
the Motor City,
number."
last year's UC team is worthy
Also in double figures was
The announcer read the win~f a first team position on the
Ray Mueller with 11 points.
ning
number,
McDermott
checked
Little All-American team, then
Center Dorie Mu r r~e~y~an~d~J~~~~~lll!!!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~!!I!!!!!~~~~~!!!~
I think XU's Joe McNeil de- his progrnm, and you guessed it
... McDermott was the winner.
serves very strong support.
His prize? Two tickets to a future Dayton home game. McSt~ve Thomas increased his
record collection last Saturday Dermott gave the tickets away.
night against Detroit. Steve's 25 Sometimes it doesn't pay to be
field goal attempts gave him lucky.
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It's George's Birthday
So Let's Delp Bina CelefJrate!

A SWING'N' TIME .FOR ALL

REFRESHMENTS!
DANCINC!

LIVE MUSIC!
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Henqehold Accounts for 46
As XU Frosh Breeze, 114-81
around exhibition, Hengehold
pulled down 13 rebounds and re•
corded 6 assists.
·Dave Lynch followed Hengehold with 27 points, hitting 12 ot
24 field goal attempts.
Jim Hess tallied 14 points and
Tony Zych 13 tor Coach Gundrum's Hurryin' Hustlers.
Kenny Williams, ·one of the
better AAU players in this area,
scored 36 for the losers.

Forward Jim Hengehold, shooting brilliantly from all ranges
en the court, pitched in a personal high of 46 points Tuesday
night; as the Little Muskies
ripped Coca-Cola, 114-81.
Hengehold, the lone 1cholarship performer left on the frosh
squad, drilled 19 of 25 from the
field and connected on 8 of 12
charity chances.
To complete a sparkling all-
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lfloderat.- Hopes For 'l'lae Best' • • •

Dick Grupenhoff

'Measure For Measure' Inches Along·

Current and Choice
;, .

The Guild's current offering, "Knife in the Water," can be interpreted in many ways, and I suppose I did just that. To some
it can be an example of what might happen when working hours are
shortened and the "Age of Leisure" dawns upon us. Much is being
\nitten on the subject, and it'll be interesting to note what happens
when people begin lo have more free time than they know what
to do with.
This was one of the things that struck me from the very beginning
of this Polish ftlm. A bo1·ed sports magazine editor and his equally
b01·ed wife head for the lake for what seems will turn out to be a
boring Sunday. The thing that struck me is that these characters
represented citizens of a Communist society, yet they too are prone
to suffer from an excess of leisure.
A dash of spice is quickly add·
ed to this bland bowl of soup

when they pick up a young student who is hitchhiking. The student is drawn to the possessions
of this editor who is a member
of the elite in this state-controlled
society, and he joins the couple
for a Sunday afternoon c r u i s e
aboard their sailboat.
The editor is an ove1·confident
pat·venu who glories in his masculinity and abilities, and he docs
not hesitate to prove his superiority to the youth. They weave
through a series of little contests;
and since the surroundings of the
lake and the sailboat are unfamiliar to the youth, he loses one
after the other, With each passing contest the edilo1· becomes
more aware of his supet'iot·ity, the
youth becomes more and more

(:berry To Tun1ble
At 'Hatchet flop'
Tumbling cherry trees instead
of the usual swaying palms will
distract dancers when Cincinriati's first annual "Hatchet Hop"
gets underway tomorrow night at
Castle Farm, Summit Road.
Hacking away at the proceeds,
along with Bandleader Will
Hauser, will be members of the
George Washington Memorial
Foundation, which is sponsoring
the dance in order to help the
Father of the Nation celebrate
his 232nd birthday anniversary.
Admission to the affair, which
will begin at 9 p.m., is $4 per
couple.

U. S. Pianist Plays
Beethoven Tonight
Max Rudolf and the Cincinnati
Symphony Orchestra will present the young American pianist,
Theodore Lettvin, as soloist at
Music Hall Friday afternoon,
February 21, at 2:00 p.m., and
Saturday evening, February 22,
at 8:30 p.m.
Mr. Littvin in the past several
seasons has created an excite•
ment few pianists of his genera•
tion have achieved. Described by
New York Times as "a blazing
virtuoso," Mr. Litlvin will play
Beethoven's Piano Concerto No.

disheartened a n d disillusioned,
and the bored wife becomes more
bored with her husband and more
aware of the youth.
The editor's weakness (or trar-.
ic ftaw, if you will, for this show
does not possess many of the
qualities of Greek tragedy) becomes manifest as he mistrusts
his wife's fidelity for the first
time. While the game was beinr
played on his home grounds the
editor-sailor was never beaten,
his superiority never questioned.
But once he himself questions his
superiority by admitting t h e
thought of his wife's infidelity, all
is lost. He confiscates the youth's
knife-the boy's last link with
the stable world of dry land, his
world - and tauntingly hurls it
into the water, pushing the youth
in after it. The events which follow teach a lesson to all those
who would mistrUst his mate and
overtrust themselves. The story
ends interestingly as the editor's
car, symbolic of the editor himself; sits purring at an intersection, not knowing which way to
turn, so it sits ... and sits. This
presentation is smooth and trim,
and has some good photography,
too.

•

•

•

TICKET STUBS:

Masque Society doing "Meas·
ure for Measure" this April ...
Edgecliff next with "King Lear,"
•.. Jeny Lester and company
next at the Shubert with "A
Funny Thing Happened on the
Way to the Forum" •.. "Tom
Jones" getting raves at the Times
. . . "The Victors" st i 11 at the
Valley . . . "Craig's Wife" now
in rehearsals at the Mount.

In celebration of the 400th an•
of the birth of Wil•
liam Shakespeare, and in keep•
ing with their regular schedule,
the Xavier Unive1·sity Masque
Society, under the direction of
Otto Kvapll, will present Shake·
..,eare'a "Measure for Measure0

11:. ersary

Dlltl:CTO& KVAPIL
Jfe111t&ri1tf Sh11keape11re •••

at the South Hall Auditorium.
The dates: of the pe1·formances
•re April 10-11-12, 17-18-19,
24-25-26, and on the afternoon
of Family Day in early May.
Rev. Walter J. Kapica, S.J.,
Masque moderator, predicts that
this will be one of the best shows
that the Masque has ever pre•
sented.
"We're going all out on this
production, and we intend to fill
the . house for every perform·
ance," he stated. We've also extet1ded· the show one week-end
to coincide with the university's
week-long celebration of Shake;.
speare's centenary, and we're·
looking f o r w a r d to working
hand-in-hand with the school
to make this project a memorable one."
"Mea111re for Meas•re" Is ene
el Shakespeare's leut prodaee4
works. Earb eri&lea qaesHonetl I ..
val•e 'beeaue of Its baprobahll·
ltJ; however, eontem...-arJ' erlt·
la have prallle4 It as a hlchlF
moral p1a,. based • the theme
HJDdl'e ... tllat ,... be lie&
J•dced." Tiie pl&J' dH:t prnent
a · probiq •hMIJ' el h11111an ....

Mr. Rudolph and the orchestra
will perform the music of Smetana and William Schuman and
will conclude the concert with
Moussorgsky's "Pictures at an
Exhibition."

Transport Troubles
Hamper ROTC Rifles

'!.

••#

BROTHERHOOD WEEK

,...,_,,..n,1•

They met. His heart leapt. "I love you I" he cried,
too, hey!" she cried.
"Tell me," he cried, "are you a girl or expensive tast.ee?'~
~'No, hey," she cried. "I am a girl of simple t.astes."
"Good," he cried, "for my cruel father sends me an allowanoe
barely large enough to support life."
.
"Money does not matter to me," she cried. "My tastes are
simple; my wants are few. Just take me riding in a long, new,
yellow convertible and I am cont.ent."
"Goodbye," be cried, and ran away as fast as his little
st.umpy legs would carry him, for he hnd no yellow convcrtiule,
nor the money to buy.one, nor the means to get the moneyshort of picking UJ> l1is stingy father by the ankles and shaking him till his wallet fell out.
~'l\fe

STOP FIRES... SAVE LIVES!

_,,._. ., •1 H ...

chance like this up, so we bought
the. whole stock. Since one of
Shakespeare's main achieve•
ments is his universality, and
since we now have the costumes,
we thought we'd try it and see
what happens," he stated,
"As you Ir now," he aald,
"Measure for Measul'e," like all
of Shakespeare's plays, is adapt•
able for almost any period. That'•
why we're trying it in the
Edwardian period, around 1905,
It ought to be interesting."

EVOL SPELLED BACKWARDS IS LOVE

3.

The Xavier University ROTC
Rifle Team may travel to El
Paso, Texas, in the fit':ot week
of March,
Capt. Paul L .. MLiniei: stated
that the only obstacle for the
team is the flight do~·n·. ,The Ohio
National Guard has already of·
fered its services to fly the team
on the return leg of their jOlll'•
ney,
Other proposed trips arc to
Michigan s:r.te, D c y ton and
Murray S'.:ite.

dac&: Shoald Isabella rellnq•lsb
her chastity lo save her eon.
demned brother'!' As Shakespeare
presents II &llere la no slmple
answer.
An interesting aspect of the
production is that it will be pre•
1ented in Edwardian dress.
"We've toyed with this idea
for some time," said Director
Kvapil. ''Luckily we found a
place which was selling costumes
of this period for practically
illothin•. We couldn't INIU •

He knew he must forget this girl, but lying on his pallet at
t11c dormitory, whim1:iering and moaning, he knew he could not.
At last an idea came to him: though he did not have the
money to buy a convertible, perhaps he had enough to rent one I
Hope reborn, he rushed on his little stumpy legs (curious to
t.ell, he was six feet tall, but all his life he suffered from little
sh1mpy legs) he ntshed, I say, to an automobile rental company
and rented a yellow convertible for $10 down plus t.en cent.s a
mile. Tben, with many a laugh and cheer, be drove away to
pick up the girl.
"Oh, bully I" she cried when she snw the car. "This suits my
simple tastes to a 'T.' Come, let us speed over rolling highroads
and through bosky dells.''
Away they drove. All that day and night they drove and
finally, tired but happy, they parked high on a wind-swept hill.
"l\farlboro!" he said.
"Yum, yum," she said.
They lit their Marlboros. They puft'ed with deep contentment. "You. know," he said, "you are like a Marlboro-clean
and fresh and relaxing."
"Yes, I am clean and fresh and relaxing," 11he admitted.
"But, all the same, there is a big difference between Marlboro&
and me, because I do not have an efficacious whit.e Selectrate
filter."
They laughed. They kissed. He screamed.
~'What is it, hey?" she asked, her ntt.ention aroused.
"Look at the speedomet.er," he said. "We have driven 200
miles, and this car costs ten cents a mile, and I have only
$20 left."
"But that is exactly enough," she said.
"Yes," be said, "but we still have to drive home.''
"Oh," she said. They fell into a profound gloom. He started
the motor and backed out of the parking place.
"Hey, look I" she cried. "The speedomet.er doesn't move when
you are backing up;''
He looked. It was true. "Eureka I" he cried. "That 110lves
my problem. I will drive home in reverse. Then no more milee
will regist.er on the speedomet.er and I will have enough money
to pay!"
'ii think tbat is a smashing idea," she said, and ebe was right.
Becauae today our hero is in the county jail where food, cloth·
. ing,. and l~ging are provided free of charge, and his allowanoe
i8 pilirig·up ao fast· that in two or thnie years he will have
e~1oi1gh ·mor;aey to take hie girl riding again.
• '"' 11u 1111u1. ' .. -:.

• • •

Marlboro Cl1aretlea. 1ood •• ll1e11 are. al1ould not 6e emoked
backward•. We. th• maker• of M•rlboro, moat ..rne•tlll
urie
to li1ht onl11 th• IOacco end. Oll111r1"I•
.,,.01'ln1 J#IH•uN will 6e eu6elanll•ll1 dlmlni•hftl.
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'l'o Insure ResponsilJUit11 • • .'

8Carole Zerhusen

~

The Night Beat

A prominent evening division student recently tied the matrimonial knot. News was ,uncovered last week of the month-old secret
marriage of Bill Broerman, student council president, and his
18-year-old bride. Broerman, 20, and the former Miss Janet Klein,
11ow residing in Mt. Washington, eloped to Tennessee on January 11.
Bill is employed by the Cincin. nati Gas and Electric Co. His
wife works for the Cincinnati
A friendly, f a m 111 a r faee
Bell Telephone Co.
around Xavier is that of Mary
Broerman, a 11econd semester Ann Duerr, a '62 1raduate of
m student, was elected to the Regina High School.
eouncil presidency e a r 1 y last
Mary Ann is active on the XU
month .. There has, surprisingly, campus both day and night. She
l>een only one meeting since the holds a secretarial Position in the
new officers took over. At this Registrar's office where she haa
writing, no further plans, in ad- worked for a litUe over a :rear.
dition to the date, had been an- . Jn her job, Mary Ann has an opnounced for the spring semi- portunity to put into practiee
formal dance. Set for April 25, a what she learns in the classroom.
place for the council-sponsored A third semester student, she la
affair has not been secured, al- atudying business in the evening
though the Hotel Sheraton Gib- division and is working toward
11on Roof Gardens has been dis- a certificate in general busineu.
cussed as a possibility.
Last year Mary Ann was voted
A member of council who first attendant of Xavier's 1983
served on last year's dance com- .Junior Prom.
mittee has suggested that "someShe lives, with her parents at
thing be done"-quick! With all
H17
Laidlaw Ave., Bond Hill.
the detailed particulars connected with arranging a din,ner (honoring the seniors) and a dance,
Y . .'re la tlle' leeller ~ at
we're not in favor of "que sera WI time eaell week wbn :r•
aera." Time's running short.
. natl Sper• Editor Kea Csllll••er'a "Kaner."

• • •

Allene Reed is one of the ED
eoeds taking advantage of the
daytime class opportunities offered through the evening division. "It's more convenient for
me to go to school during the
day," explains Allene, who is
married and has two children.
Enrolled in the undergraduate
section, Allene is concentrating
in education and plans to teach
on the secondary level. She has
been studying biology but is considering a switch to psychology.
Zoology is the lone night class
she attends (meeting twice a
week). This is the first year it's
echeduled, and Allene made ~ure
that she worked it into her curriculum.
Originally from Alabama, Al•
Jene moved to Cincinnati sixteen
and a half years· ago. She and
her family live on Wess Park
Drive.

Pare &eve•

Keck Asks For Roll Call On Money Bills
All future Student Council financial appropriations to exceed
$50 will require a roll-call vote,
according to an amendment to
the Council constitution proposed
at Monday's meeting by Sophomore Class Vice-President William Keck.
His proposal further provides
that the detailed results of all
such votes would be published.
Keck said that the purpose of
the measure, which will be the
second change in the two-;rearold constitution if it is passed,
is to influence councilmen to be
more "responsible" in voting on
major issues. Also, he said, it
would insure there will be no
more of the uncertainty about
. the accuracy of voting records
which has plagued recent Coun-

cil decisions.
It would encourage eouncil•
manic responsibility, Keck explained, because the voters in
each class would know how their
representatives actually voted on
specific issues.
The r e q u i r e d roll-call vote
would replace the present pro•
cedure of a vote by show of
hands ·with no record taken of
who voted yes or no.
Keck presented the amendment
to· Council at the last meeting,
following the constitution's stipulation that it be read to the

members at least one meeting
before Council · can come to a
vote. Council Treasurer Dave
Cook then seconded the proposal, which will be debated
next week. A two-thirds majority vote by Council is required for it to take effect.

DA:N£I:NG

EVERY SUNDAY NIGHT
ST. BERNARD EAGLES HALL
4115 TOWlr AYI.
IT. IHNARD
211-MH
MUSIC IY SHADll OF ILUI

ZIN O'S
PIZZA CARRY-OUT
For Your Eating Pleasure!
UZI MONTGOMERY aOAD

THE SHIRT
LAUNDRY
3616 Montromery Road

EVANSTON
One Block South of Dana
Few Blocks North of the Dorm

BACHELOR SERVICE
FLUFF DRY BUNDLES
• 4·HOUR SERVICE •

NORWOOD

Phone 831·8250
Opea Dally ll:H A.M• ..,.. Saturda:r and Sanda:r 1:00 P.M.

e
e

e

PLAIN
e MANGOES
PEPPERONI
e ANCHOVIES
SAUSAGll
e BACON
e MUSHROOMS

All lnsretlle•• l'reeeuecl In Oar Own Kltelaen
Made Fresh Dally - No& Pre-Baked - No& l'l'GHD
COMPLETE LINE OF ITALIAN SANDWICHES
Spqbe&&... Maearonl •Ravioli Ceo•ed To Order
CALL FOa FAST PICK-VP SEBVICB
Delivery Servlee Oa $3.00 Or More To All Derml&or•

At the 1963 stockholders' meeting, Arjay R. Miller, President or
Ford Motor Company, emphasized the Company's far-sighted recruit•,
ment program and its accent on developing management talent:
"Obviously, our Jong-run ruture wiJJ be determined by the development of our management. Here, every one of us-at all levels of
supervision-recognizes this as his most important function. Since 1946, I
the Company has recruited widely varied talent-talent that can be
blended to give us the required combination of ti~ht administration and
ereative scope.
"Under a earerully conceived management development program, we try to
recruit the best personnel available, both in training and experience. Once we
get them, we have a program for giving them varied opportunities and increasing
responsibility. This program is in force in all parts of the Company- in manufactur-'
ing, finance, styling, engineering and marketing.
"The program is paying otf. We have developed a real depth or management talent·
in the Company, and we are dedicated to seeing it continued and reinforced. Because
of this, I feel not only very fortunate in being associated with this management
ll'Oup, but also very confident of-it& Jong-run success. We know our goals and how to
achieve them."

DEVELOPMENT OF
MANAGEIEll

ISOURIOST
IMPORTAll
fUICTIOI

• • •

There has been little or no
:representation of evening students at the A p o s t 1 e s h i p of
Prayer rn e et i n gs on Friday
nights. The graup, with John B.
Smith as president, meets week. ly at 7:15 p.m. in North Hall.
Rev. Thomas Kenealy, S. J., is
faculty moderator of the spiritual
organization.
It was originally decided to
follow up the discussions periods
with refreshments and a record
·session. L i m i t e d membership,
however, has caused postponement of the idea. According to
President Smith, with an inerease in attendance, the social
eathering will probably be added
as a regular climax to the meetjng.

New England
Hat
·Manufacturing
Comp~ny

*

US Eut Sldh Street
Claelnnatl, Ohio

Those lntereited In a career with a future are llwlted to ratlster at th• fllacement Office
tor an Interview with Ford Motor Company representatives, who will be on c:ampue 1oon.

0

MOTOR COMPANY
Road, Dearborn, Michigan

the A merican

-
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Wanderlust?

Fred Bernstein

Dear Freddy

Tanganyika Trips
A111ong Low-Cost
Student Plans
By FRANK SHEPPARD
News Report.er
Students interested in summer
travel will have plenty of op•
porlunities this year.
Plans range from teaching jobs
in East Africa to construction
jobs in Germany to plain old
fun in Hawaii.
Kenya, Tanganyika, Uganda,
and Zanziba1· need 100 teachers
of basic high school subjects.
Grnduates and graduating sen•
iors accepted will receive fellowships at Columbia University
Teachers College or Makerere
Univet·sity, Kampala, Uganda.
They will then receive two-year
appointments in East Africa.
Foresh'y work, child care work
(female only), farm work, hotel
work, constrnction work, and
othet· more specialized jobs are
being offered in Germany, Scandinavia, England. Aush'ia, Switzerland, Ft•ance, Italy, and Spain.
These jobs, offered by the American-European Student-Service,
have proved very successful for
American students in past years.
One lo two month jobs covering a variety of jobs in Mexico
arc being arranged by the International Student Travel Center's
work-travel program for 1964.
B-average sophomores are being offered scholarships to Paris,
Vienna, and Freiburg, West Germany, fot• the 1964-65 school
year. They are intended for majors in . histo1·y, political science,
international relations, literature,
philosophy, psychology, and German and French languages.
Auditions for summe1· parts
the 1964 cast of the "Stephen
Fosler Story" at Ba rd stow n,
Kentucky, will be held on March
2, at the College Conservato1·y
()f Music. This is a musical and
reqt1it;es several singing parts.
For $585 you can jet to Hawaii
f1·0111 the West Coast, stay in
deluxe Waikiki Beach hotels, and
take in hospitable Hawaiian social [unclions. Besides this, you
can attend the University of
Hawaii's six week summer session and receive credits acce1Jtablc al Mainland colleges.
Ir you are worried about not
speaking a foreign language, a
recenl issue ol' Overseas Magazine slates lhal English is rapidly becoming the international
language.
For further details on all the
above programs, w'rite to the
Travel DctJl., c/o the News.

in
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35 Sodalists Take
lgnatian Pledge

·.~

1.

.·

Thirty-five Xavier Sodalists
made their temporary Act of
Consecration last Sunday during
ceremonies held at Bellarmine
Chapel.
The Sodalists pledged for one
full year to lead their lives according to the principles and
ideals of St. rgnatius Loyola,
founder of the Society of Jesus.
The Reverend Robert Erpenbeck, S.J., director of the Jesuit
brothers, presented a series of
thl·ee meditations to the Socialists.
Those Socialists who were consecrnled are: Ca r lo s Baima,
Geny Blessing, ·Jim B r o g l e ,
John Brouwer, Denny Coyne,
Ken Czillinger, Joe Evans, Al
Fowle1·, Mike Gallagher, Dan
Gardner, Marv Hackman, Ted
Randrup, Tom Keller, C r. a i g
Kinzelman, Dan K ruse, Tony
Lang, At'l Lyons, D a v e McMahon, Mike Mullen, Gord Y·
Myers, Joe Nesselhuf, Jim Rce~
ing, Te1·ry Rohen, Clem Sako,
Bill Schlaudecker, Phil Schmidt,
Dick Scmitt, Dave Skiba, John
Stratman, John Ward, Steve
Weber, Tom Weber, Bob Woefel,
and Bill ·Wood •

.

'But, Officer! Isn't This A Crosswalk?'
Ohio State University sophomore Marjorie Cocoziello probably
(inset) will never jaywalk again. Even if she did, Columbus police
probably wouldn't anest her. In an unprecedented display of comradery, fellow students came to the aid of the 19-yeat·-old coed last
week afte1· police jailed her for an hour and a half because she
failed to pay a jaywalking ticket issued in December. Traffic in down• ·
town Columbus was brought to a standstill when five thousand
Buckeyes jaywalked across Broad Street all at once in a day-long
protest.

During the Middle Ages, those
in pursuit of higher education,
gathered themselves around instructo1·s and located themselves
in a particular town. They in ef·
feet formed an institution from
which the college and the u'niversity developed. And dming
the embryonic stages of the college's development, the students
worked together to obtain some
rights and ·p1·ivileges that would
enable them to exist in a college
environment.
Today, several hundred years
later, another such battle has
been waged and won! Our· hats
·go off to the victorious Mounties.
Tuxedos will no longer be re. quired atti1·e for the one 01· two
fellows that wish to escort Mount
inmates . . . to the dl'ive-in. Co·
educational tennis courts mark
. another of their singular triumphs. Dress regul<itions are

Cincinnati Main Branch 'Exeellent'

Subject Division Method Key to Rese~rch Libraries
By DAVE COOK
News l\lanaglng Editor
There is no question that one
of the most important of a community's aid to the university
student is its library. Without
this valuable source of all kinds
of material, a student would
simply be unable to carry on
much of his wm·k: for he would
lack research material, he would
be unable to obtain copies ·of
many of •the great literary works
which should form an important
put of his education, and he cer·
tainly would have no so~rce for
co1>ies of most of the ve1·y h~lp
fu I periodicals which libraries
make available to. him.
And just as modern educa•
tional thought is evolving new
and different forms for classrooms and classroom buildings,
for teaching material and equipment, in such a way that the
appearance, both inside and out,
or a really modern school building would ve1·y much surprise
many o[ the students of fifty
years ago, so too is the truly
modern library, that other great
educational aid, very much diffe1·ent from its ancesto1· of even
thirty years ugo.
An excellent example of a
truly modern library is the main
branch of the Public Libt·ary of
Cincinnati and Hamilton County.
Completed less than ten years
ago, the most sll'iking difference between this new 8th and
Vine edifice and the o Ider
strncture-an old theater building remodeled dut'ing the thirties
-which it replaced, aside from
the att.ractive modern architecture, is the m·ganization of the
libra1·y. The older building had
been set up according to the
traditional form division, while
the newer stl'ucture follows the
subject divisional plan.
To explain simply, in the sub·
ject divisional plan all Jibt·ary
materials are grouped by subject
content and shelved togethe1· in
subject areas within the cenll'al
library building, The numbet•
and type of subject divisions de·
pend c.n the needs of those who
use the libra1·y. Quite often, the
subject al'eas are the humanities,
social sciences, and the sciences.
For example, all books {circulating and non-circulating), pe•
riodicals, pamphlets, documents,
microfilms, etc., on English literature are grouped togethe1· itl
the Humanities Division as are
all matel'ials on Get·man literature, or the arts, and so on. ·
This a!'l'angement of library
matet'ials is an alternate 'to the
traditiomil art'angement by fo1·m
divisions, i:e., all non-cil'culating
books shelved together usually

still pending, but it is generally
felt that some sort of clothing
will be required. Slacks are as
yet not pe1·mitted, but then they
weren't permitted during the
Middle Ages. either. Late permission slips will no longer be
necessary for those girls who
wish to watch the Beatles.
Allow us then to congratulate
these wondet·ful girls for their
monumental achievement. It is
with pleasure that we note that
a· compai·able rate of impl'Ove•
ment at the Mount will soon
raise ~heil' standards as higli as
an eighteenth century girl's industrial school, or maybe even
higher!

• • •

Serious congratulations must
be extended, however, to Our
Lady of Cincinnati's International Club for· what was probably
the most substantial contribution
·to student relat.ions in the Cincinnati area last Sunday evening at theit· annual Intemational Students Dinner. Both faculty
and student participants deserve
our sincere thanks not only tor
the entertainment they provided,
but also for the much-needed
leadet·ship they have shown in
this impol'lant area.

in a reference room, all circu- It is- inconceivable that one
teacher should teach Elizabethan
lating books shelved together, all
periodicals, all documents, etc. d1·ama, theoretical physics, and
This ararngement by form is not ma1·keting, yet, in the organizabased on the sub.iect content of tion of libra1·y materials by the
the materials, primarily, but on old fot·m divisions, the so-called
their physical p1·opel'ties, how
reference lib1·a1·ian must be a
Jazz enthusiasts unite! ·You
they are housed, how they a1·e
Renaissance man (or woman')
now have some new subjects ti>
circulated. This plan emphasizes and keep abreast of the vast . crucify ·in your rites of glorious
the custodial function of the Ii• amount of materials being .issued self-justification. Those screamb1·ary.
such a library, stu- in all subject. areas and· give ing idiots · with the wild, un·
dents engaged in research in service· fri depth to undergrad· kernpt mops·of hair. Those sym•
mat·keting, for example; would uates;. to. ·master and; perhaps, bots of senseless rebellion with
firid their matel'ial in several lo- doctoral candidates, and to fae· whom the teenagers are so eager
cations in the.· libt·ary buildin«.
ulty members who are required to join. Crucify the infamous
This plan has. the disadvantage to teach. ·and to engage in re· "Beatles." Repeat the "fact" that
that the student may overlook or search.
they can't sing or that they don'.t
be unaware of the material on
have any talent ·often enough
his subject available in some of ·
and soon you win- be quoted.
these several locations.
·Continue to repeat it, and there
In the subject ·division plan,
is an outside ehanc~ · that you
each division is under the supermay even be believed!
vision of a professional librnrian
Be ca1·eful however to conceal
Rev. Louis J. Twomey, S.J.,
who has the oppm·tunity to spethe
fact that your. own devotion
cialize in a subject area and be- former editor of the Jesuit
that is prompted by your parmonthly
jo.urnal
Social
Ol'der,
cause of this specialization is
ticular taste is equally as blind.
able to stay abreast of the ma- will give the Leadership Retreat And while you conduct your
at
the
Milfol'd
Youth
Retreat
terials available in this area: to
noble c 1· u s ad e, the infamous
be more effectively responsive House next weekend, Student Beatles will continue to provide
C
o
u
n
c
i
I
Spil'itual
Committee
to student and facully needs and
legitimate entertainment in their
to give service in depth; to be Chairman Dennis Doyle has an• own field, and for a mere pit·
nounced.
more aware of lacks in the colThe Council-sponsored retreat, tance ... something like $14,000
lection; to select with advice
open
to all campus leadet·s, will a week apiece.
from the faculty, materials for
There seems to be some sort
begin
at 4:30 next Fl'iday and
purchase with greater underof a parallel between rock and
standing. In this type of organ- ·
roll bands and cigarettes on the
ization the professional libral'ian
college c a m p u s . Everybody
and the lib1·ary become positive
wants to universally join in theif
cooperato1·s with the teacher and
condemnation, but no one is willthe student in the instrnctional
ing to put an end to them. Conprogram.
trary to the rather widespread
The students and the teachers
belief of many pseudo-sophistiare better served by this logical
ea tes, there is nothing degrading
grouping of material; better
about the enjoyment of this type
sen•ed by libral'ians who know
of music. You will even find the
in depth the resea1·ch material
most staunch anti-rock people
available in subject areas and
trying to conceal their own en•
who at'e ab I e to impart this
joyment behind the usual facade
knowledge through individual or
of beer and cigarettes. I often
class insh'uction, through printwonder if such people dislike
ed lists, through bibliographic
this type of music because of the
aid, through attendance at facnature of the music itself, or if
ulty depal'lmental meetings, etc.;
. their dislike stems from the
better se1·ved by a collection
fact that when everyone else is
made ri~he1· by the spech1lization
. out on the ftoor dancing, they
of the librarians.
are incapable of doing anything
Routines connected with· the
other than to sit back ·in their
JOURNALIST
TWOMEY
circulation of m'ate1·ials are cenabject
misery, and denounce
tralized outside the subject di· ..To augment the future aposto(ate''
everyone else for having a good
visions and are handled by non- will last until Monday noon.
time.
professional staff as are the The retreat will be I ea red
routines of orde1·ing {after protowa1·d lay leaders "to augment
fessional selecting) materials,
the lay apostolate of the future,"
checking i n v o i c es, producing
Doyle· added.
A dozen club-bearing patrol•
·catalog cards, keeping records,
Father Twomey will also speak men dispersed a disorderly crowd
markit~g books,. binding, etc.
to the faculty at 1:30 Friday which had congregated at 2508
'.'Actually," as one libral'ian afternoon in the Cash Room on Vine St., Corryville, late Friday
rema1·ked, compa1·ing the new the faculty's responsibility to night, District Five police re·
Cincinnati Public Libra1·y with "inspire their students with the ported.
the oldet• system, "the 01·ganiza• Christian-demoe1·atic approach to
Officers stated that the disturbance followed a "drink 'n drown,.
tion of university libra1·y ma- 1·ace · relations."
'l'he Jesuit journalist is a pre>- party attended by a large numte1·ials by subject division is but
a reflection of the organization fessor of the philosophy of Jaw ber of stud.ents from various col•
of the university itself into vari- at Loyola University of New leges in the Cincinnati area.
ous faculties and departments Orleans. He is active in many · No injuries or arrest11 were
based oo £Ubject specialization. Catbolic · aocial action -ll'OUP£.
reporte<l.
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Jesuit Journalist
Heads Leadership
Retreat At Milford

Disturbance Quelled

